Big Brother Is Watching!!

See what they see!

Little Brother Surveillance
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Now you can watch too...

Supported Cell Phones
- Nokia series 60
- Tested on Nokia 6600
- Soon many more!

Supported cameras
- Logitech Quickcam Express

Transmitted image
- Black and White
- 160x140 resolution
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Little Brother Surveillance

Ever wonder what the surveillance cameras see?

Ever lose your child while shopping and need a quick, easy way to locate them?

Ever plan to meet a friend in a store and not be able to find them because you didn’t know precisely where they were?

With Little Brother Surveillance, you’ll quickly and easily be able to look through surveillance cameras in real time. Best of all, it’s through your cell phone!

Now you can quickly and efficiently look for your child who has run off to the toy section by scanning through the various surveillance cameras placed throughout the store.

Now you will see what Big Brother sees!

How it Works

After downloading Little Brother Surveillance software to your phone, your phone will become a receiver for surveillance images.

Your local department stores, with integrated Little Brother Surveillance technology, broadcast all surveillance camera images via Bluetooth.

Your phone automatically recognizes the near-by surveillance cameras, providing a list of cameras to view.

Quickly glimpse through the immediately area as viewed by the surveillance cameras. Or select one and see real-time images.

You get the whole picture. All images have been scaled to fit the screen size of your phone so there isn’t anything Big Brother can see that you can’t.